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1. Multimodal Feature Extraction
Within DoCo, we utilize LayoutLMv3 [3] to extract the
multimodal features of the document objects, which encom-
pass textual embeddings, visual embeddings and layout em-
beddings. This section provides a comprehensive descrip-
tion of the multimodal feature extraction process.
Textual embeddings: We pre-process the document im-
ages with an off-the-shelf OCR toolkit PaddleOCR [2] to
obtain textual content and bounding boxes of the document
objects. The textual embeddings are subsequently extracted
with the word embedding matrix from LayoutLMv3 [3],
culminating in a sequence with a length of T and a dimen-
sion of dm. The maximum value of T is established at 512.
Visual embeddings: Inspired by LayoutLMv3 [3], the doc-
ument image is resized to H×W , and subsequently divided
into a sequence of P × P patches. These patches are then
linearly projected to a dimension of dm and flattened into a
sequence with a length of I = HW/P 2 = 196.
Layout embeddings: For the layout embeddings, we fol-
low [3] to involve 1D and 2D position embeddings to the T
textual tokens and I image patches, where the 1D position
refers to the index of tokens and the 2D position denotes the
box coordinates of the corresponding object layouts.
As a result, these embeddings are forwarded to the multi-
modal encoder to aggregate the multimodal features F̃m ={
fm1 , fm2 , ..., fmN+1

}
∈ R(N+1)×dm . Note that each object

is processed as a sequence of fmi , and all the N + 1 objects{
fm1 , fm2 , ..., fmN+1

}
are processed in batch by the encoder.

2. Fine-tuning Datasets
During the fine-tuning stage, LVLMs undergo optimiza-
tion utilizing approximately 0.4 million text-rich datasets,
which include TextVQA [11], DocVQA [5], ChartQA [4],
OCRVQA [7], InfoVQA [6], KLC [12], WTQ [8], and
TextCaps [10]. These datasets can be classified into three
task categories: document Image captioning, key informa-
tion extraction and document visual question answering.
Document image captioning: Document image caption-
ing involves generating descriptive text for a given docu-
ment image, necessitating models to interpret and rational-
ize the text within these images to produce accurate cap-
tions. This process specifically requires models to integrate
a novel modality of text present in the images, and to reason
over both this text and the visual content within the image to
generate comprehensive image descriptions. To enhance the
performance of the model on the task of document image
captioning, we utilize the training split of TextCaps [10].

Key information extraction: Key information extraction
in document understanding, alternatively referred to as
Property Extraction, denotes the methodological process of
pinpointing and extracting salient or pertinent information
from a specified document. This extracted information can
span a wide array of data types, encompassing elements
such as names, dates, geographical locations, organizational
entities, financial figures, among other specific details that
are integral to the comprehensive understanding of the doc-
ument’s content. In the present study, we leverage the train-
ing and validation splits of the KLC [12] dataset to enhance
the performance of our model in executing the key informa-
tion extraction task.
Document visual question answering: Document vi-
sual question answering bears a superficial resemblance
to knowledge information extraction in terms of structure.
However, upon closer examination, the differences become
more pronounced. Visual question answering necessitates
the interpretation of an open-ended set of questions and
the ability to handle a variety of document types, thereby
requiring superior generalization capabilities. Moreover,
the specific content under analysis necessitates a more
profound understanding of visual elements, as the ques-
tions often pertain to figures and graphics that accom-
pany the formatted text. To enhance the performance of
our model, we utilize a variety of highly recognized pub-
lic question-answering benchmark datasets, which include
TextVQA [11], DocVQA [5], ChartQA [4], OCRVQA [7],
InfographicVQA [6] and WTQ [8].

3. More Interpretability on DoCo
In Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 of this appendix, we visualize more
heat-maps derived from the image encoder and the gener-
ated tokens at each decoding phase between CLIP [9] and
DoCo based on the Qwen-VL-Chat [1] framework.
Fig. 1 elucidates the interpretability within text-rich docu-
ment scenarios. It is observed that the attention heat-maps
of DoCo adeptly capture pertinent information associated
with the correct response, whereas the maps of CLIP dis-
play a significant drift and weak semantic interrelation de-
viated from the ground truth, which is evident in the sec-
ond and fourth instances of the figure. Moreover, align-
ing the multimodal features to the visual representations in
the document object level enhances comprehension of fine-
grained text details and effectively mitigates recognition er-
rors, which is corroborated by the first, third and fifth in-
stances of the figure.



Fig. 2 further illustrates additional results within text-rich
natural scenes, following a similar pattern. For instance,
in the first case, the CLIP model generates incorrect tokens
“be-a-ure-gard” from steps 7 to 10, which bear no relevance
to the question “type”. Furthermore, the attention maps of
CLIP display a significant lack of focus and drift from step
7, resulting in the absence of fine-grained features. By com-
parison, the maps of DoCo tend to focus on the continuous
fine-grained textual features, yielding satisfactory results.
Additionally, our DoCo leverages the context information
to predict the subsequent results, as demonstrated by the
image features of “2002” in step 11, which are fuzzy but
can be inferred to the correct tokens from the context “en
2002 par” below.
In summary, Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 compellingly demonstrate
that DoCo can assist the image encoder in capturing more
effective visual cues in text-rich scenarios.

4. More Qualitative Results
Fig. 3 presents an expanded set of qualitative outcomes de-
rived from a variety of benchmark datasets between CLIP
and DoCo based on Qwen-VL-Chat [1]. The illustrations
underscore the superior generalization capacity of DoCo,
which assists the vision encoder of LVLMs in acquiring
more efficacious cues and enhances comprehension in text-
rich scenes.
We also delineate the failure cases of our method in Fig. 4.
It is evident that our DoCo still struggles with document-
related commonsense reasoning and mathematical calcula-
tions, which furnishes invaluable insights for the enhance-
ment of document comprehension capabilities with LVLMs
in this domain. Future research endeavors will investigate
these problems and attempt to attack them by further im-
proving visual understanding performance.

5. Broader Impact
The remarkable proficiencies of LVLMs hold vast potential
for facilitating more robust document analysis and compre-
hension in text-rich environments, but the significance of
fine-grained features remains largely unexplored within the
LVLM community. Thanks to the document object discrim-
ination between visual and multimodal representations, our
proposed DoCo tailored for the fine-grained feature collapse
issue can yield more precise results in text-rich scenarios.
The acquisition of more efficient fine-grained visual repre-
sentations opens up a plethora of potential applications and
opportunities for visual document understanding tasks. We
advocate for researchers to develop LVLMs integrated with
DoCo for text-rich tasks, as we anticipate this to be particu-
larly advantageous.
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Figure 1. Visualization of the heat-maps and generated tokens from CLIP (“†”) and DoCo (“††”) in text-rich document scenarios.



Figure 2. Visualization of the heat-maps and generated tokens from CLIP (“†”) and DoCo (“††”) in text-rich natural scenes.



Figure 3. More qualitative results between CLIP (“†”) and DoCo (“††”) based on the Qwen-VL-Chat model in text-rich scenes.

Question: What's the average of all the values in the green bars (round to 
one decimal)?
Qwen-VL-Chat††: 30.33
Ground Truth: 21.6

Question: Which is the biggest word in the infographic?
Qwen-VL-Chat††: STATE
Ground Truth: America

Question: what time is on the watch?
Qwen-VL-Chat††: 10:10
Ground Truth: 12:35

Question: how many total films have they already appeared in?
Qwen-VL-Chat††: 14
Ground Truth: 17

Figure 4. Failure cases of DoCo on document-related commonsense reasoning and mathematical calculations.
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